
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

After fourth general election the Left Party claimed its position as next to the Congress 

as an effective opposition. Taufiq Ahmad Nizami in his book 111 has made an attempt to 

analysis and critically examines the programme of the CPI and CPI (M) with regard to 

India's relation as reflected in the pre independence pronouncements of the united CPI 

and indicated in the post independence strategy of the two Communist Parties. The 

work seeks to examine the parties approach towards basic aspects of the Indian foreign 

policy and some of the international issues like Korea, Germany, Vietnam and Kashmir. 

A Centenary History of the Indian National Congress' is divided among five chapters. 

The last one covers the period 1964 to 1985. The main theme is to describing INC a 

new over in old atmosphere. At the very creation of INC was democratic and secular. 

Under the influence of mass politics is also became socialist, pledged to promoting the 

interest of the vast millions of landless and property less. Fighting poverty, along with 

the abolition of untouchability became the socio-eco programmes of the Congress even 

a winning freedom through non-violence was its object. It describes in its chapter V that 

how Congress became being a stronger in the Indira region. It also presented the period 

of splitting the existence of Janta Government and again returns of Congress in 1980. In 

this year also, Gandhi was very much busy to control the terrorists and secessionists in 

the Sikh community. And middle of this decade Mrs. Gandhi's assassination by two

security force that had been infected with the virus communalism. 

The Rajib Gandhi's outrace into politics and whose charisma had portrayed a new light 

among minds of Indian people. With the support of the people and the Congress, Rajib 

Gandhi turned to the tasks, which confronted him with rare determination and courage. 

The people of India responded to the call given by Rajib Gandhi with an enthusiasm 

rarely witnessed in the arena of national politics. 

What does the future hold for India; obviously there is no simple answer to this 

question. The reconstruction of a nation inevitably involves careless labour and toil over 

decades before the results of such activity becomes manifest. Perhaps the days of 
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struggle and achievement, spelt out in this century. History will provide to the leaders 

and to the people the po1se and self-comprehension for such an epic endeavour. 

K.N. Kumar3 made a very lucid analysis upon three national parties namely, Indian 

National Congress, Communist Party and the old Bharatiya Jana Sangh. It purports to 

examine whether ideological assumptions colour organizational structure of the parties. 

The author brings out how various parties are based on a 'kept' cadre which has no 

relationship to the ideological image a party presents before the public parties have a 

way, a common way, and a universal way of organizing themselves. A party 

organization can be organized only as an organization. 

The study also discovers that there is a reciprocal or mutually re-enforcing relationship 

between commitment to politics and commitment to ideology. Those who devoted more 

to politics were also those who appeared to be more committed to their party ideology. 

Its data also indicate a conclusion, which is different from Weiner's or Brass's 

organizational cohesiveness and is more intimately related to ideology than to 

leadership. 

The generalization in this work are made not on the basis of conversation with a few 

available individuals but on the basis of data gathers through carefully structured 

questionnaires, administered commonly to the members of all the political parties under 

study at various levels from grass-roots above. 

Ajay Kumar Ghosh' brilliantly presents not merely a portrait of a most remarkable 

political figure on the Indian political scene, but also a thorough analysis of the political 

situation in the country spanning over several decades. More impartially however this 

study examines the evolution of the left and progressive forces in the country with 

special emphasis on determining the correlation between the Indian bourgeoisie and the 

Indian left in terms of Marxist-Leninist ideological perception. 

M .V. Rao5 in the book namely A Short History of The Indian National Congress5, is 

described the origin of the party, its struggle for freedom, and after the freedom its 
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working under different leadership. Author has mainly put emphasised over the pre 

independent political movement and working of the party. 

Surjit M. 6 is an excellent writer. He proved this in his beautiful writing in relating to 

Indian political parties. He mainly deals with the manifestoes adopted by different 

political parties during the election periods. It draws detail study about the Manifesto's. 

And also presents a story behind which the manifestos had been introduced. Manifestos 

mainly described the party programmes and promises. This programme preparation is 

very important of elections which can help party to in or defeat. 

"Parties and Party Politics in India"7 by Zoya Hassan skilfully present the role of political 

parties in India, its emergence, dominance of a party over the nation, decline, reasons, 

again revival and growth. Through study of this book can bring students to know how 

much differences are present in work procedure of INC and Left parties. That the main 

agitation came from Congress on the economic issues. 

Ajoy K. ~1ehra, D. D. Khanna, Gerk W. Kneck 8 has done a tremendous study on political 

parties and party system. In this book they described the evaluation of political parties 

and party system in world's largest and most complex and volatile democracy reached a 

crucial stage at this turn of the country. The three general elections held in quick 

succession at the end of 19's thaw up major trends. 

The emergence of 'federalised' party structure and coalition politics is now a battlefield 

of Congress dominant coalition party and BJP dominant coalition. The political field is 

also a war place of their ideological believe. 

Horst Hartman wonderfully interprates9 about important political parties. Their working 

procedure, its political standout, economic planning, ideology, style of leadership, 

programmes. It also tried to examine the reality of party programmes. 

Partha chatterjee's book ('0l on State Politics has scrutinized India's major political 

institutions and analyzed the process of domination and resistance that play a central 

role in Indian politics. Some readings present a view of the party system, the electoral 
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system, the judiciary, bureaucracy, the federal system and the planning process through 

Nehru and Ind1ra Gandhi's period. 

Documents of the History of the Commun·lst Party of India, ' 1 this book very beautifully 

helped to understand the history of Communist Party. The path was not favourable for 

smoothly growing the Communist Party in India. 

Mohan Ram in his Indian Communism: Split within a Split 1121 has made a study on the 

issue split within the Communist Party of India. Author has presented broad study on 

the fact that how Sino- Indian Broader War brought some ideological conflict within the 

party. Author also put emphasis on another important issue of Mao Tse -tung's teaching 

in Communist Party which also be challenged in Party's Andra Pradesh's regional 

Conference. 

"Congress & Indian Nationalism"13 through light on the very important thing that not 

only the communist party is interested in agrarian reforms. 

But this book has shown in few of its chapter that they were interested in British period 

in attracting to its fold. Several of the existing peasant movements in the country to 

show the world that Congress was a commonality of interest and the integrative 

character of reciprocal rights and obligations within India's internal rural and social 

structure. 

Dalip Sing with his topic of Protest Movement in India 14 expressed the INC's role during 

the Protest Movement in India. He draws it exclusively that during the liberation 

struggle, the Congress Party as an umbrella organisation had politicised the masses to 

gain their support for ending the colonial rule which was held responsible for the 

poverty, misery, hunger and exploitation of the Indian people. After independence 

Congress came into power with a new elite class who started manipulating politics of 

India to their own advantage. 
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As the result of the Parliamentary Elections of 1971, 78, 80 have been particularly 

responsible for radicalismg the Indian electorate, as they were tied with new promise of 

"Garib1 Hatao" and other progressive measures. 

Prabhat K. Datta ''· prepared the study on land reform policy adopted by vanous pol1t1cal 

parties. The late 1970's the land reform both as policy and ideology started taking a 

backseat in the election strategies. 

V. P. Gupta in his article JG stated important part of Indian politics that 10". Lok Sabha 

Election 1991 brought the Congress party as the largest single party without a majonty. 

It also revealed the political trends of serious complication among the major political 

parties and the voter's verdict was clears that different parties can rule over the state 

and the central government. This important political change brought by the 1991 state 

election may construct to have led into the growth of federalisation of the Indian 

political system. 

Amitabha Chandra'· prepared a article namely Naxalbari Movement and attempt to 

review the politics of the CPJ (ML) or the Naxalite politics to use the common purlieu -

the most radical and militant stream of left political parties in India in general and 

communist politics in particular since 1967. He liked the call the CPI (ML) as the birth of 

Indian Third Communist Party. 

Arunava Ghosh in his prepared study on the topic "West Bengal Election 2004"' 8 has 

studied the Left's victory for the 6u' consecutive term. West Bengal came as an 

exception in Indian electoral politics, where most of the government are not able to 

survive for a second term. It seems that the people of West Bengal have voted for 

stability and developed as against adventurisms and anarchy. 

Caste in Indian politics.:·; in this paper the author's purpose is to analyse the 

development of Congress Party in one part of Rajasthan 1n terms of its support base to 

identify the manner and conditions under which elite groups at different level and 

representing different social strata have been mobilised into the political process. 
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'Caste in Indian Politics'''' 1n this book the Rajni Kothari assembled various types of 

stud1es in relating to caste and politics in Indian political system. Main highlighted point 

is how political parties used the caste system in a particular state, or locality to capture 

power. 

RX Suresh Kumar wonderfully show21 that this elicitations communist identifier played 

a crucial role ideology in determining the electoral partners. The 2001 legislative 

assembly election in Kerala mark the recurrence of general features that characterise 

Kerala election for a long time. 

A. Balakrishnan Nair mainly stressed 22 upon the politics of Kerala CPI is the dominant 

political party in Kerala. Though in many times Congress and other political parties also 

came in power but still CPI's power is not reduced. In the context of Indian politics and 

particularly Kerala, it is more appropriate to one the term interest group rather than 

pressure group. 

K.P. Singh expressed 23 in his view about Congress party in framing India. According to 

him Congress a party, which really understood and tried to fulfil the demand of time 

during the mid British period Indian context has liberal outlook of the country reflected 

not only in the composition of the commitment seemly but also in its working. 

Jogendra K. Das 24 an eminent writer and also present his writing excellently that Lok 

Sabha elections in Assam since 1952 to 1985. Here author not only present the elections 

result and dominant political parties but he just prepared an elaborate study on the 

population growth, caste etc. To him fundamentalism and communalism have played a 

very marginal role in Assam's politics. 

Akhtar Majeed 25 in his brilliant presentation stressed that right from independence the 

CPI was advocating the theory of one stage revolution through the general strike

insurrection method and the communist form had also advised the CPI to follow the 

Chinese way to achieve independence in the formation of the CPI (M) dedicated to the 

revolutionary goals and tactics. The Naxalite philosophy rejected the idea of 

parliamentary democracy and placed emphasis on class war. 



Rabindra Sharma 70 is a renowned Left (CPI ML) activist. The author mainly emphasised 

on the relation between CPI and CPI (ML). These two parties have their own ideological 

differences but 1111
' Lok Sabha election shows non-revolution ideology regarding the 

national unity, jobs checks prices and quite the prevailing government. According to the 

author CPI-ML view also to makes a strong party with the support of students, violence, 

youth, women, Dalit, Harijan, intellectuals, minorities with the view that the 'twin assault 

of globalisation and Hindutva have turn the Indian republic apart'. 

V.M. Sirsikar and L. Fernandes very finely deals21 with political parties nature and role, 

historical background, socio-economic environment, party ideologies, party organisation 

and party performance. Authors tried to investigate a universal reality that the beginning 

of political parties in India may be tried to the foundations of Indian Nation Congress. 

During the hours of freedom struggle the unprecedented mass mobilization and political 

socialism gave birth to a new political culture which provided an 'umbrella' character to 

the Congress party. But this post-independence era witnessed a basic change in the 

situation that the non-Congress party and regional parties formed the main opposition. 

Sitaram Skinchan28 highlights in his writing the shift on the socio-cultural bases of 

leadership both in rural and urban areas, which have been urgently attributable to the 

process of urbanization. 

J.K. Baral and K. Banerjee29 both the authors have put emphasise on the issue of 

regional political parties and its relation with national political parties. Ever since the 

independence many regional political parties have emerged in India and gained 

significant influence in some location or regions but at the national level their impact has 

been minimal. The reason behind it might be traced that national political parties have 

lost their own political power in the region. 

Rural-self government30 is an important part of West Bengal politics. Ruling party and 

opposition both of them always the battle of capturing rural powers. Bengal's rural 

politics played a necessary role in state politics. This writing also presents a study on the 

history of Bengal's Panchayati Raj System. This study says that British introduced the 
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local-self government in the modern sense of term in Bengal. The aim of this paper is to 

give a brief descriptive and analytical account of this process of evolution. 

Vijay Kumar, K.K. Pandey" and R.C. Rai their writing is evident of the situation of 

Chotonagpur and Santhal Parganas of Bihar during the period of pre-establishment of 

Jharkhand state. It is true that before establishment of an autonomous of Jharkhand 

Mukti Morcha (JMM) central government had started to play a cleaver politics to stop the 

demand of creating a separate state. Its based example is that in the 1980's general 

elections the JMM had been alliance with the Congress (I) and won most of the seats it 

contested. Congress during the regime always tried to hold the Indian image of national 

integration through its political tactics. 

Braj Kishor Jha tried to inquire through his presentation 32 the nature of the Indian 

political party system and underlines its distinctive features - multiplicity of parties, 

dominance of a single party and the unique political style. It is in fact a multi-factional 

one-party system. India offers an example of a hegemonic rather than a 'turn over' 

political system. Although the dominance of one party trends to persist the possibility of 

the revival of coalitional politics is not ruled out. Meanwhile the parties have only 

betrayed the hopes and aspirations of the people. They seem to be floated at the 

surface having no grass roots. Behind the fa~ade of parliamentary democracy, India is 

still very far from being controlled by the majority of the people. 

B.R. Purohit skilfully finds the roots33 and the politics of state centring on the Congress 

in Madhya Pradesh after 1967 have to be traced in the preceding years when the party 

was plagued by factionalism. The Congress government under the leadership of D.P. 

Misra won the 3'd and 4t'' general election but before the election his party had broken 

down and introduced itself under the name of Jan Congress. During this period party 

suffered by several internal problems and this fractioned politics has been affected the 

popularity of Congress in Madhya Pradesh. This has given lesser opportunities to the 

party to focus its whole-hearted attention to the problems of the state. 

Dr. A.M. Rajasekhariah and Dr. R. Jangam through light31 on Chikmagalur Parliamentary 

by election, which was an attractive for the study of Indian politics. Of course the part of 
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attraction was troubled to the fact that Indira Gandhi seemed to combat a lost ditch 

political battle to come back into the mainstream of Indian political process. Firstly it 

was important because it is bound to have a sharp impact on the political power 

equations, alliances and structures in the country. More especially it is bound to initiate 

a process by which the Janata, Congress I, the Congress and the two Communist parties 

will compel to rethink their strategies to reorganise their strategies. 

The book Independence to Indira and After35 has portrayed nicely the way of 

politicisation of India from the days of Nehru to the time of Indira Gandhi .This book can 

be consider as showcase of India's political problem such as personality clash of heavy 

wheat leaders , ideological conflict and how people made clear the Parliamentary 

election of 1977. 

Prakash Sarang in his work 36 deals with the position of Congress party in Orissa and 

here he also presents through his studies relationship between state Congress and 

central Congress that central Congress is more stronger than state. Author also threw 

light on the reason of formation of regional Congress. To him the Congress dominance 

at the all India level sphere remained all pervasive for a couple of decade after 

independence. 

Thomas Pantham's study3
' of political organizations in the city of Baroda is a modest 

way of answering this lacuna by way of holding a mirror to 'the willing' and 'acting of 

political activities engaged in party building and democratic consensus building'. The 

study shows a bit of the flux in which Mr. Gandhi was re-consolidating Congress. The 

traffic seems to have been open to a broad spectrum of parties from the Swatantra to 

the Socialist, the ideologically holding Jana Sangha and the communist alone holding 

their fort the objection to Pantham's approach, however is methodological. 

P. Sood attempts to examine38 in an ideological perspective the intra-ruling elite struggle 

for poor preceding the declaration of Emergency in June 1975. The perspective is linked 

with India's struggle for independence and is historically traced from Dadabhai Naoro]i 

to Nehru. This historically narrated recollection of the political, economical and social 

ideas of the leaders tends to give the impression that the INC was a homogeneous 
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political party. The fact however missed that the Congress pnor to independence was 

neither a homogeneous political party nor had it can agreed ideological perspective. 

W.H. Morris Jones explained39 India's political experiences are different from other post

Colonial Societies. So, M. Jones liked to collect it optimist political miracle. 

Congress retained at any rate over the period Prof. M. Jones covered in his book, a 

regime of solid one party dominance. He however, does not overstress the surface 

continuity. Though Congress retained its monopoly, it did not remain the same 

Congress. 

Manirul Hussain described40 that Congress or a political party is organised on the federal 

and democratic principles. At the national level, it has all India Congress Committee and 

the Congress Working Committee at the apex of the organisational structure. Pradesh 

Congress Committee which works at the state level with the organisational network 

beginning from the villages to districts. In this paper an attempt has analysed the 

functions of Congress at the state level. In Assam with particular emphasis on the 

competition and struggle for power leadership. 

S.S. Patagundi and K. Raghavendra Rao put emphasise in their paper41 that both 

qualitatively and quantitatively the concern demonstrated by political parties in India for 

the foreign policy issue. Author defined that making of foreign policy also be an 

important issue in election. In the 1980 Lok Sabha and Assembly elections, Smt. Gandhi 

for reasons better knew to her close to make the Janata Government's foreign policy 

one of the electoral issues. She alleged that the Janata government diluted non

alignment and lowered our status in the world. 

Dilip Singh prepared his paper42 on the Punjab election. The paper described that 6u' Lok 

Sabha election brought the victory of Akali Dal and non-Congress alliances in Punjab. It 

is due to 'dirty' politics played by Smt. Indira Gandhi and her party. An experience with 

internal emergency Akali Dal raised its voice against injustice and oppressive politics of 

the Congress regime. 



L. Ungamurty exam1ned the 6'' Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly.n According to h1m 

this election significant for the dominant role of the class-cum-case factor in the 

behaviour of the electorate. In a heterogeneous society it would be ridiculous to 

attribute electoral behaviour to single factor like regionalism or caste or money. 

Y.C. Bhatnagar and Moin Shakir examine the 7'" Lok Sabha election. 44 this election has 

shown that Congress (I) has secured two-third majority in the Parliament with a failure 

of Janata Party. Authors in essay inquire the reasons behind the failing of Janata Party. 

S.C. Arora presents a history of Congress party membership. 45 The membership in the 

party are direct qualifications prescribed for active members were somewhat strict, they 

were not too strict to check any person's desires to being active member of the party. 

The membership provisions enshrined in different Congress Constitution adapted from 

time to time proved beyond any doubt that Congress was a vast party. 

V.K. Padmanabhan in his essay presents a descriptive study. 46 in regards to the 

development of Communist Party in Tamil Nadu. Author touched the years before 

independence in development of this party and also after independence development. 

To him communist party rare discuss the ideological question soon after its formation in 

1964. When it faced serious threat from cultural government. They tried to prepare their 

ideologies for 1967's general election. 

S.N. Talwar excellently examine communist movement. 47 The aim of the study is to 

portray the endeavours of the international communist movement to bring about 

revolution in the colonial, semi-colonial countries in general and examine the excellent to 

which the communist party of India's partnership at the international communist 

movement hampered the party capability to serve the use of national liberalization and 

the communist movement in India. 

Satyapal Dang48 in relation between CPI-CPM discussed that the present time deserve 

the joint work of this two parties CPI and CPM. Joint action of these two parties could 

make a good future for Left in India. 
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Satyapal Dang discovered'" the solution to get rid from corrupted BJP government to 

support the Congress by the Left. But the people were not support frequently the 

election so only way is to criticise and expose the wrong policies and activities including 

corruption, in case of the collapse of the BJP government. 

Dusmanta K. Giri examined the people's decision in 1998 election," that the messages 

of 1998 are loud and clean. People are asking through the ballot for leadership 

governance, its ability, social change and development. 

Nikhil Chakravorty in his editorial 51 presented that it is obviously unfair to predict who or 

which party is going to form the next government. But still he was seeking a pre

election result by a little study on the national issues. 

Surendra Mehra threw lights52 on the coalition government after 1996 election. Because 

it smelled that no one national panty would be able to secure the magic figure. BJP has 

their own problem. Congress also has their own problem that it is suffering by internal 

disagrees. And as a results of uncertainty pointed finger towards the coalition 

government. 

Soma Marik raised the question 53 about the electoral promises and their unfulfilments. 

She mainly touched the women's in West Bengal under the Left Front regime. Lefts in 

Bengal demands that women are more secure than other states in India and they also 

several proposals for women rights. The Left Front's manifesto asserts that its 19-years 

regime has meant that the rights of various groups including women are protected. Her 

whole writing has a feminine touch. 

Balraj Mehta has raised finger54 towards the coalition politics after election verdict. 

According to the author before election and after election main support base was and is 

secular and anti-secular forces. But the political environment in India has tendered over 

the years to be increasingly tenure. Inter-panty and intra-party rivalries have become 

more and more acute and aggressive. 
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